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ARUSHA DISTRICT COUNCIL (ARUSHA DC)

FORM FOUR HOLIDAY PACKAGE 3

CIVICS/APRIL 18/2020

INSTRUCTION

1) Answer all questions.

2) Do your work in your exercise book.

3) Remember to come with your work first day after school opening.

SECTION A 15 MARKS

Answer all questions in this section

1. Choose the most correct answer from (i-x)

    (i)  Kaduma with his family every year cerebrates new year and worker days. Tell them what

these days collectively known.

           (a).Special public holidays.             (c). Universal public holidays.

     (b) National public holidays.           (d). Political public holidays.
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               (ii)  Standard one students were in the debate discussing the motion about components of  the

national emblem, but failed to know what shield and spear represent. You as a form four 

student tell them what they represent.

                       (a) Natural resources.                               (c) People's solidarity. 

                       (b) Traditional tools for celebration.        (d) Traditional tools for defense and security.

    (iii) In Tanzania we use the republic system of government.And most people in your society don`t  

know what it mean. Which answer will you tell them?

               (a) The country which has president and vise president.  

               (b) The country which is headed by president and other political leaders elected by people.

               (c) The country which was governed by Britain.

               (d) The country governed by prime minister and members parliament.

    (iv) Mwalimu taught the students about the events which occurred in the development of Tanzania 

from the colonial era up to date. Which component of national Mwalimu fulfilled?

               (a) History                                                         (c) Sovereignty      

               (b) Government                                                 (d) Culture 

    (v) The majority of Tanzanians are using Kiswahili in nearly all of their communication compared to 

other language. What can you term kiswahili in Tanzania?

             (a) Mother tongue language                                (c) National language.

             (b) International language                                   (d) Lingual-franca language

    (vi) Maasai is comprised by lukumay, kivuyo,  and mollel.  These composition are known as:-

             (a) Tribes.                                                          (c) Families. 

             (b) clans.                                                            (d) Descendants.

   (vii) You are in the discussion with form one about the importance of civics which is, ‘it helps to 

understand duties and responsibilities of citizens’. What is the main responsibility of students in

school will you mention?

             (a) To study.                                                       (c) To elect student government.

             (c) To pay school fee                                           (d) To pray.
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  (viii)  Mwakapaja has an ambiguity about whether Tanzania is a sovereignty state or not. As a  

knowledgable student in civics discipline which point can you help him to verify that Tanzania 

is a sovereignty state?

            (a) It has internal freedom to make it own policies and implement.

            (b) It has freedom in its judiciary.

            (c) It has freedom of movement and construct strong points.

            (d) It has freedom in both internal and external affairs.

    (ix) An organized political community in which the government exist with full political control is 

known as:-

                (a) state                                                               (c) country  

                (b) government                                                   (d) nation

      (x)  Any  nation has its system of currency with difference names and forms. As and expert in civics

what are the forms of Tanzania currency will tell majority?

                (a) Notes and silver                                           (c) Change and notes  

               (b) Notes and coin                                              (d) Notes and shilings

            

2. Match the list A with correct response from list B.

LIST A LIST B

i. The permanent constitution of United republic of Tanzanian
established.

ii. It was the year when Tanzania uhuru touch lit on the top of
mount kilimanjaro.

iii. The  year  when  the  national  flag  of  the  united  republic  of
Tanzania was hosted for the first time.

iv. The year in which Zanzibar got its sovereignty.
v. The year in which heroes day was begun to be observed in

Tanzania.

A) 1961
B) 1962
C) 1963
D) 1964
E) 1966
F) 1969
G) 1970
H) 1977

SECTION B 40 MARKS

Answer all questions in this section
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3. Your young brother who is in standard four has lacked knowledge about civil and political public

holidays. As a secondary student help him to solve the problem by explain in detail five civil and

political public holidays.

4. You have invited to give a speech on the significance of  Zanzibar revolutionary and farmers day.

Which five strong points will you explain in short?

5. “Civics discipline is inevitable”. Defend this notation by using five well elaborated points.

6. What is Tanzania national flag? Briefly explain colours of our national flag.

7.  As a well  informed student in Einoti  secondary school.  Analyse five special  occasion in  which

national anthem sung.

8. Write a short notes on the following terms:-

     (a) Government

     (b) Nation.

     (c) Culture

     (d) External sovereignty.

     (e) Karume day

9. In-short explain five components which are in the Tanzania court of arm.

10. (a) Briefly explain three factors which affect national sovereignty.

      (b) Elaborate four factors that influence national sovereignty

SECTION C 45 MARKS

Answer all questions in this section

11.”All national symbols have meaning and message in any nation.” Defend this statement by using

seven national symbols.

12.  “Country sovereignty is essential for any nation to success”. Argue for this  statement by using six

well explained points.

13. Zelote had a problem of knowing sources of civics. As a knowledgeable students help him by using

six points to explain how people learn civics.
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